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Luxury Incentive - Stockholm 
 

These are just some ideas of what is possible – subject to weather conditions.  We will 
home in on the best ideas and develop those.  I would like to develop a suitable winter 
program but have a warm weather programme ready to run in case we get some ‘British 

weather’! 
 
Winter activities 

If the weather is cold enough, I 
suggest some typical winter 
activities outside in the Royal 
Garden of Drottningholm Palace, 

the home of the Royal Family in 
Sweden. 
 

Kick-sled ride. A traditional 
vehicle that you use when the 
roads are covered with snow and 

ice. Why not have a competition 
to see who is the best "Kick-sled 
rider".  

 
Pulka (little sledge) race in one 
of the hills. Since the Pulka is 
made of plastic, it can go very fast, especially when it is heavy loaded.  

 
Ice-skating.  Special "long distance" ice skating shoes are used for making longer tours 
on the ice. If the weather is favourable we can have some relay and ‘knock out 

competitions. 
 
Sledge tour by horse.  We could use this mode of transport for short transfers - 

perhaps from where we have the activities to where we will have the evening meal.  If 
there were no snow, an opportunity would be to make a tour with a horse and a carriage.  
 

Lunch 
Lunch can be served at the Drottningholm Inn, which also dates from the 17th 
century. 
 

The Inn at Drottningholm 
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Archipelago tour to Wax Holm 
The other suggestion is to 

visit Wax Holm, a small 
and idyllic town in the 
archipelago, and the 

Kastell (fortress).  English 
speaking guides picks the 
group up at the hotel and 

walk with them to the boat 
(or horse carriage 
transfer), which goes out 
in the Archipelago. 

 
The boat trip takes 
approximately 1,5 hours.  

The trip could be made 
more quickly by coach but 
on the boat we could have 

competitions etc. 
 
Boat trip.  On one of the small islands opposite Wax Holm, you find the old fortress 

which originally was built to defend Stockholm from attacks. This fortress dates from the 
17th century and is very well preserved. Coming to the fortress is like being transferred 
back in time. The servants are old fashioned dressed and if you like you can get a special 
greeting from the "soldiers". Staff dress up like soldiers and salutes the group with drums 

and trumpets.  
 
Teambuilding  

One of the attractions on the fortress today is a number of various and fun games that 
you play in teams. Each team gets its own instructor who explains every different game. 
Everyone can participate; these games do not require special skills or fitness. Once you 

started, it's hard to stop playing.  
 
Lunch 

Lunch is served in the restaurant at the Kastell.  The restaurant at Waxholm is known for 
its good food and excellent service and is located right by the water. 
 
Viking dinner at Skansen  

We could arrange a traditional Viking dinner with typical food and beverages from that 
time. Each guest gets a typical 
Viking helmet and a sword as a 

table decoration to borrow. You 
will eat and drink what the 
Vikings used to like having for 

greater feasts. A great 
entertainment is to have a 
Viking choir singing for the 

guests. The choir dresses up 
just as Vikings and sings songs 
that could have been sung by 
real Vikings. They are very 

entertaining, and do this 
performance more as a show 
than just singing some songs.  

 
Viking choir (illustrated!!) can be hired. 


